SKINLOGIC MED SPA
2017 ‘FREE FILLER’ AGREEMENT
Initial
_____ I understand that I must schedule my promotional filler and come in to receive the treatment within the
3 month period of time that I sign this document “ If I fail to do so then I waive the promotion and will
not be able to receive the complimentary filler”.
_____ The product that can be used in this promotion is only within the Galderma family of products which
include: Restylane, Restylane Silk, Restylane Lift, Restylane Refyne, Restylane Defyne.
_____ I understand that if I wait until close to the expiration date of the promotion and am unable to schedule
an appointment due to a full schedule that I will not be able to extend the promotion date and will not
be able to receive the complimentary filler. “It is suggested that you schedule immediately after filling
out this form for filler”.
_____ This promotion is suggested for clients who have not received filler before. I understand that if I have
received filler in the past and the promotion does not fall within the suggested injection time that I
should not participate in this promotion.
_____ If I am not a good candidate for filler or there is a contraindication preventing me from receiving the filler
then I have the option of receiving a refund for the dysport units that I have not yet received or I can
bank it for future use.
_____ The neuromodulator that you receive is 150 units of Dysport. You cannot substitute Botox for this service.
The price is $600 and priced at the regular price of $4 unit for Dysport. If you are a new client you will
be unable to receive this promotion at the introductory price.
_____ The use of Dysport is for full correction and this usage is equivalent to 150 units of Dysport. There will
be some clients who do not reach this amount for full correction and can use the rest of their product
within 6 months of the signed agreement date. “You cannot spread out your Dysport usage to anything
more than two treatment times”. If you have units left over after your second injection appointment
you waive the rest of the product for future use.
_____ The promotion is only for the person who is receiving the treatment. You cannot share any of this
promotion with another person.
_____ I understand that I cannot use this promotion with any other discount or promotion offered by Skinlogic
Med Spa. If I am a membership client this service cannot be applied to membership services or discounts.

____________________________
PRINTED NAME

____________________________
SIGNATURE

_____________
Todays Date

__________________________

______________________________________

3 Month expiration date of Filler

6 month expiration date of 150 units of Dysport

